A novel gene trap method using terminator-REMI and 3' rapid amplification of cDNA ends (RACE) in Dictyostelium.
We describe a novel restriction enzyme-mediated integration (REMI) method for gene trapping in Dictyostelium based on the use of a terminator-deficient vector. The vector has a blasticidin deaminase (bsr) gene as a selectable marker but lacks a terminator containing a poly(A) addition signal (AATAAA). Thus, the vector was expected to integrate into the coding region of a gene to create a fusion transcript flanked by the 3' proximal region of the trapped gene. The trapped gene can be identified by simply amplifying the fusion transcript by 3' rapid amplification of cDNA ends (3'-RACE). In the analysis of 35 integration events into known genes, the vectors were found to be integrated 20 times in close proximity to the 3' ends of the genes and in the direction of transcription. This strictly localized insertion seemed to be mediated by negative selection via the surveillance system referred to nonsense-mediated mRNA decay. In contrast, in 15 events the vector integrated in the opposite direction to transcription and at random positions throughout the coding sequence. Analysis of the trapped 3' sequences showed that the transcription of the fusion gene terminated prematurely without the apparent use of an endogenous terminator; nevertheless the transcript did exhibit a poly(A) tail. Based on these results, we designated the method terminator-REMI. Using this method, we have generated a library of tagged Dictyostelium clones from which we have thus far isolated 242 developmental mutants.